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ROI SEARCH GROUP ANNOUNCES “ROISG GIVES BACK” PROGRAM
Woman-owned, Fishers, IN Search Firm Gives Back 1% Revenue to Clients’ Favorite Charities
Indianapolis, IN, July 2019 - ROI Search Group (ROISG), Fishers’ only woman-owned executive search, talent
acquisition, and consulting firm with a focus on life-sciences and healthcare, announced today an exclusive new program
to benefit clients and their local communities. Honing in on a positive, client-centric way to exceed the bar of expected
results, ROISG solidified their commitment to community and mission of giving back by revealing their intent to give 1% of
revenue earned from each client to the charity of their choice.
The ROISG Gives Back Program continues the philanthropic
objective of ROI Search Group. The firm is focused on a
curated approach as a business and for their clients.
Modernizing industry practices with this value-add, the talent
acquisition and search group pride themselves on being
unique by design. The program is set to funnel much needed
funds towards those who can benefit most from a charitable
contribution. ROI Search Group has always had a focus on
community, as well as excellence in client satisfaction and
retention. Their steady stream of clientele is set to provide a
generous selection of causes to support that are close to their
hearts. This new initiative marks their enthusiastic inclination to
count their client’s neighbors as their own extended network,
along with reaffirming their priority to make a difference at a
community level.
Stacey McCreery, Founder and President of ROI Search Group, stated, “We are very proud to be able to offer ROISG
Gives Back to our clients. As one of our 12-Core Beliefs, giving to the community is a principle we are founded upon as a
company. To be able to share in the charitable passions of our clients is a dream come true. We are more than just a
search firm. We are in the business of connecting organizations with unfindable talent, the hard-to-find candidate, the
perfect candidate for their culture. This program allows us to reach out further than we would have been able to before,
and to extend our charitable giving to interests that are important to our clients. We’re thrilled to announce ROISG Gives
Back is up and running!”
For further information about ROI Search Group’s ROISG Gives Back Program please contact Stacey McCreery at (317)
727-9768 or info@roisearchgroup.com.
ROI Search Group is a leadership consulting and executive search firm. We believe that people are an organization's
most important asset, therefore, our approach to both company and candidate screening to acquire the most qualified
talent is unique by design. Drawing upon seasoned experience, ROI Search Group’s proprietary methods provide a better
understanding of client goals, job requirements and company culture.
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